Association of trait-defined, eating-disorder sub-phenotypes with (biallelic and triallelic) 5HTTLPR variations.
Efforts to classify eating-disordered individuals based on concurrent personality traits have consistently converged on a typology encompassing "over-regulated", "dysregulated", and "low psychopathology" subgroups. In various populations, evidence has associated personality variations of an "over-regulated/dysregulated" type with differences on serotonin-system indices, and specifically, with different loadings of serotonin transporter promoter regulatory region polymorphism (5HTTLPR) genotypes and alleles. We explored the extent to which an empirical, trait-defined typology of eating-disordered individuals coincided systematically with variations in 5HTTLPR, assayed using biallelic and triallelic models. We tested 185 women with a DSM-IV eating disorder (108 with Bulimia Nervosa, 17 Anorexia Nervosa, and 60 an Eating Disorder Not Otherwise Specified) and 93 with no eating disorder on measures reflecting psychopathological traits and 5HTTLPR (biallelic and triallelic) genotypes and alleles. The highest-function, triallelic (L(A)/L(A)) genotype occurred significantly more frequently among eating-disordered individuals than among controls. However, a more fine-grained analysis suggested that this association was attributable to the fact that, among eating-disordered participants, those displaying an "Inhibited/Compulsive" profile (derived using latent class analysis) were more likely than those of a "Dissocial/Impulsive" or a "Low Psychopathology" group to carry the triallelic 5HTTLPR gain-of-function L(A) allele and to be L(A)/L(A) homozygotes. This study's empirically derived classes coincide with interpretable differences on genetic indices-associating an "Inhibited/Compulsive" group with 5HTTLPR gain-of-function genotypes (and alleles) that have elsewhere been linked to trait compulsivity. The findings, furthermore, suggest that 5HTTLPR, by influencing personality-trait manifestations may, in turn, influence eating-disorder risk and symptom expression.